Create some excitement
Photo booth is 1’w x 5.3’ h

The photo booth is great for lead generation and email capture. The booth can be taken apart into three pieces for ease of movement. Top portion, stand, and base (let us know if you would like to take booth apart and we will provide directions).

Requires dolly for moving and the unit that rents the booth is in charge of transportation to and from the event.

Pull-up banner is 68”

Can be used as a backdrop for photo booth and includes a red carpet.
Sparky may be available to appear at your next event. He loves to socialize (although he does not speak) and is always ready to have his picture taken with fans. Of course, he has a very busy schedule so you need to **submit your request at least two weeks before your event.**
T-shirt Cannon

T-shirt Cannon available for use for W. P. Carey events (t-shirts are NOT included). Everyone who handles the cannon is required to take a compressed gas training course before use and NO students are allowed to handle.
Promotional Items/Swag

We offer a wide variety of promotional items featuring the W. P. Carey logo. Items that are appropriate for mass audiences (low in cost) to small, intimate higher end audiences (higher in cost), ranging from items that appeal to the undergraduate prospective student (lip balms to tattoos) to the senior level executive (padfolios, high end pens, bags, business card holders). To get estimates or order items please contact Marketing & Communication.